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Introduction

roy e. Gane and ada taggar-Cohen

The last quarter century has brought an explosion of interest and new 
developments in the Priestly literature of the Bible, that is, so-called P with 
H (= Holiness) legislation, along with biblical and Qumran texts that are 
closely related to it, and therefore involved in interpretation of it, in terms 
of genre and content. Issues under intense discussion have included the 
meanings and functions of Israelite sacrifices (especially expiatory sacri-
fices) and Priestly laws; the nature of ritual impurity and its underlying 
rationale; ancient near eastern backgrounds to Israelite cult and law; the 
compositional development and social context(s) of P and H; chronologi-
cal relationships between and dating of P, H, and ezekiel; and the impact 
and interpretation of Priestly literature in Qumran texts. 

The single greatest catalyst and contributor to this exploration has 
been Jacob Milgrom (1923–2010), whose seminal articles, provocative 
hypotheses, and comprehensively probing books, including his monu-
mental three-volume commentary on leviticus in the anchor Bible 
series, have vastly expanded and significantly altered scholarship regard-
ing Priestly and related literature. Before Milgrom, few were interested 
in Priestly texts such as leviticus, which seemed obscure, tedious, dis-
jointed, irrelevant, and under the shadow of Wellhausen’s denigration of 
them as reflecting an inferior legalistic form of religion. Milgrom, on the 
other hand, found such texts to convey profound and consistent theologi-
cal and ethical values through intriguingly coherent records of authen-
tic ancient Israelite rituals and laws. He discovered that the expiatory 
sacrifices and purity rules prescribed in leviticus formed sophisticated 
and meaningful systems. These systems were designed to teach Israelites 
concepts such as distinctions between holy, profane, pure, and impure 
categories; effects of moral faults and physical ritual impurities on the 
holy domain centered at the sanctuary; the need to purge such evils from 

-xiii -
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xiv Gane and taGGar-COHen

God’s residence so that his Presence would not depart; and the crucial, 
sacred value of life. 

By examining the Priestly cultic prescriptions and descriptions within 
their ancient near eastern context, Milgrom concluded (against the major-
ity view that followed Wellhausen) that they originated before the Babylo-
nian exile. He found corroboration for this view in his redaction-critical 
work on the relationship between P and H, which led him to believe (in 
basic agreement with Israel Knohl) that H material appears in a number of 
passages outside the Holiness Code (lev 17–26) and that H was the redac-
tor of P, which indicates that P was earlier.

Milgrom’s investigations of Priestly literature were informed by rel-
evant ancient near eastern background materials, anthropology, interac-
tion with interpretations from ancient versions, especially the septuagint 
and targumim, and the dead sea scrolls through rabbinic tradition and 
medieval Jewish exegesis to modern biblical criticism, and especially by 
“close reading” of the biblical texts, with detailed analyses of their distinc-
tive terminologies. He utilized his vast knowledge of biblical and other 
ancient cultic systems to make important contributions to research on 
the dead sea scrolls, such as the temple scroll, and to explication of the 
idealistic temple vision at the end of ezekiel, to which he devoted his final 
years.

now that Jacob Milgrom has passed away (5 June 2010), scholars are 
consciously or subconsciously dealing with the question: after Milgrom, 
now what? How can we further test and build on his work? What new 
directions show promise?

The present volume is designed to advance discussion by beginning 
to address these questions through research essays exemplifying an inter-
national range of approaches and theories that build on the advances of 
the last quarter century and look to the future. Current developments 
and debates concerning Priestly and related literature of the Bible are 
complex and range over a large number of publications. so the book will 
also assist a scholar or student not specializing in this area to grasp what 
is going on.

Because rabbi Jacob Milgrom of blessed memory has played such 
a major role, the essays in this volume naturally reference and honor 
his legacy. In this sense, this collection serves as a memorial volume. 
However, unlike a Festschrift that represents the broad range of an hon-
oree’s interests, such as Pomegranates and Golden Bells: Studies in Bib-
lical, Jewish, and Near Eastern Ritual, Law, and Literature in Honor of 
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 IntrOduCtIOn xv

Jacob Milgrom (1995),1 the present book is intended to serve as a more 
narrowly focused and cohesive resource for Priestly and related litera-
ture.2 Therefore, although Milgrom had other interests, such as classi-
cal prophecy, they are not represented in the essays here. However, we 
include a comprehensive bibliography of Milgrom’s published (including 
posthumous) works that appeared from 1994 to 2014 to supplement the 
bibliography in Pomegranates and Golden Bells, which covers his career 
from 1955 to 1994.

The present book clusters essays on current issues in Priestly and 
related literature into five subtopic areas:

1. Interpretation of Priestly and Holiness texts
2. Composition of Priestly and Holiness texts
3. literary structure of Priestly and Holiness texts
4. relationships between Priestly, Holiness, and deuteronomic texts
5. extrabiblical texts relating to Priestly texts

Within subtopics 1–4, essays are arranged in the canonical order of the 
biblical texts that they primarily address. In subtopic 5, essays are roughly 
in the chronological order of their main texts.

Most of the essays have developed from society of Biblical literature 
papers presented in four Pentateuch sessions honoring Milgrom at the 
July 2011 International Meeting in london and a joint session held by the 
Biblical law and ritual in the Biblical World sections that was dedicated 
to his memory at the november 2011 annual Meeting in san Francisco. 
some additional contributions have come from scholars who were unable 
to participate in the sBl sessions. 

The authors of these essays are diverse, coming from several conti-
nents and representing a variety of backgrounds, perspectives, and meth-

1. david P. Wright, david noel Freedman, and avi Hurvitz, eds., Pomegranates 
and Golden Bells: Studies in Biblical, Jewish, and Near Eastern Ritual, Law, and Litera-
ture in Honor of Jacob Milgrom (Winona lake, In: eisenbrauns, 1995), with preface in 
honor of Jacob Milgrom by david noel Freedman.

2. another thematically coherent volume in the society of Biblical literature 
resources for Biblical study series that honors a prominent scholar is Joel M. leMon 
and Kent Harold richards, eds., Method Matters: Essays on the Interpretation of the 
Hebrew Bible in Honor of David L. Petersen, rBs 56 (atlanta: society of Biblical lit-
erature, 2009). 
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xvi Gane and taGGar-COHen

odologies. They vary from established scholars, including some students 
of Milgrom, to vibrant new voices who will impact the field for years to 
come. scholars speak for themselves, sometimes coming at similar topics 
from different angles,3 and the editors have made no attempt to harmo-
nize any differences between them. such counterpoint is essential for the 
purpose of this resource and honors Milgrom’s love for productive debate, 
including critique of his own work. It almost goes without saying that the 
editors do not necessarily share all of the views expressed here.

tragically, one distinguished contributor is no longer with us. Victor 
avigdor Hurowitz died on 20 January 2013 during the editorial stage of 
this project. His posthumous essay, “ ‘For Instruction shall Come Forth 
from Zion’: Biblical and Mesopotamian temples as Palaces of Justice,” now 
also serves as a memorial of his own outstanding comparative studies.

Hearty thanks are due to the contributors and also to a robust editorial 
team of former students of Jacob Milgrom: edwin Firmage, elaine Good-
friend, Christine Hayes, Michael Hildenbrand, Moshe Kline, david tabb 
stewart, david P. Wright, and Ziony Zevit. Their generous and competent 
work has significantly enhanced the quality of this volume and lightened 
the load of its chief editors: roy e. Gane (also a Milgrom student) and 
ada taggar-Cohen. Thanks also go to Gane’s graduate research assistants 
at andrews university—Kolia afamasaga and trisha Broy—for assistance 
with compiling the bibliography of Jacob Milgrom’s published writings 
from 1994 to 2014, proofreading, and compiling the list of abbreviations. 
We are deeply grateful to susan ackerman and Marvin a. sweeney, the past 
and present editors of the resources for Biblical study series, and to Bob 
Buller, director of sBl Press, for their encouragement, guidance, and sup-
port in bringing this work to publication, including preparation of indices 
by Bob Buller.

3. For example, both daniel I. Block and Victor avigdor Hurowitz discuss the role 
of levites and priests as judges, but Hurowitz focuses on comparisons with ancient 
near eastern sources.
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